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  ARCHITECTURAL & INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Capturing luxury interior design and architecture to showcase accurate colors and highlighting textures. 
Each image is carefully framed and styled to best showcase the designer’s vision for the space and how it interacts with the environment surrounding it. I love working collaboratively with architects and designers to produce outstanding imagery for their portfolio and marketing needs.
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Connect






  Fill out the form below, or click to call to set up your shoot.
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  Why Professional Photography?
What is it like to work with me? I look at myself as a marketing partner for design professionals. I learn your specific needs on each shoot so we can truly showcase your beautiful work. Click here to learn my process.
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            Featuring GreyHunt Interiors


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  







  Do you Need Images On Your Website?
Are you a designer, contractor, or firm that needs great images that sell your services on your website? Let’s collaborate. Contact me to start to create a customized photoshoot that fits your business’ photography needs.
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            Featuring products by GreyHunt Interiors


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  







  Do You Have Products To Sell?
Successful product imagery needs to look consistent, correctly display the color as well texture, and look enticing! Contact me about creating commercial imagery of your product line.























  
  











    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Follow me on Instagram: @christykosnicphotography
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                [image: I love how the white chairs and light fixture balance out all the warm colors in this space.  Designer // @lisaandleroy Photographer // christykosnicphotography  #novaphotographer #loudouncountyphotographer #fairfaxcountyphotographer #fairfaxph]
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                [image: Blue herringbone tile backsplash -- yes please!  Photographer @christykosnicphotography Designer @jenileegreene  #coastal #moderncoastal #architecturalphotographer #interiorsphotographer #dresser #linen #artwork]
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                [image: Check out the mood! So much drama in this dining room! Black walls and velvet chairs create a luxe experience.  Photographer: @christykosnicphotography Designer: @2navylaneinteriors  #diningroomdesign #abstractart]
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